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I. INDEPENDENTLY 

Independent control is important because the contact wire 

and suspension cable are of different construction and 

diameter, it is not possible to string these two types of 

cable with only one pair of bull-wheels (even with the right 

number of grooves) by using the same tension/setting. 

Tesmec designed a very special puller-tensioner frame that 

can be assembled with up to four independent pairs of bull-

wheels and capable to string four cables at the same time.  

II. SIMULTANEOUSLY 

Simultaneous control means that all the cables can be 

strung at the same time in only one passage and one 

section can be completed at the same time.  

Stringing contact and suspension wires in railway lines 

Tesmec can design, manufacture and supply stringing wagons suitable to string at constant 

tension force(s) from 1 to 4 cables: 
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The Tesmec constant stringing wagon systems has very 

compact dimensions high reliability and low maintenance 

costs and offer the following main features and advantages: 

 

 Automatic control of the pre-set stringing tension forces 

on the cables with high accuracy for both contact and 

suspension wires without causing any cable rotation or 

twisting 

 The high accuracy allows the installation of the pendants 

at the same time in the same working section with 

considerable time saving 

 No effect on the tension force values due to the profile of 

the line or due to speed changes while stringing 

 All functions are controlled by one operator from a central 

control console 

 Re-conductoring new cables replacing the old ones 

 

Main features and advantages 
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CRANE MAT POWER GENSET TOOLS 

CABIN PULLER-TENSIONER POWER UNIT REEL STANDS 

Main equipment and accessories views 
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The Tesmec Constant Tension Stringing Wagon has to be designed specifically for each 

customer in accordance to the four main following aspects. 

 
 LOCAL RAILWAYS REGULATIONS 

 MAIN PROJECT PARAMETERS 

 REQUIRED MAIN TECHNICAL FEATURES 

 REQUIRED EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES 

 

 

COUNTRY 

 

 

PROJECT 

 

 

FEATURES 

 

 

EQUIPMENT AND 
ACCESSORIES 

CTSW standard design criteria 
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The Tesmec Constant Tension Stringing Wagon systems have to be designed in accordance to 

the local Railways regulations and project requirements: 

  LINE CHARACTERISTICS 

(Binary, Gradient, Radius, Tunnel dimensions etc.) 

 SUSPENSION WIRES 

Number (1 or 2) - Section (sq.mm) 

 CONTACT WIRES 

Number (1 or 2) - Section (sq.mm) 

 PULLING AND TENSIONING FORCE RANGE 

(Min. 5÷ Max 35 KN) 

 MAX LENGTH ALLOWED FOR THE WAGON CHASSIS 

(Min. 15÷18 m) 

 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

(Min. -20°C , Max +40°C) 

Local railways regulations and main project parameters 
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The Tesmec constant stringing wagon systems can be proposed with several technical features: 

 STRINGING SYSTEM UPPER STRUCTURE WITH OR WITHOUT WAGON 

CHASSIS 

 MONO-DIRECTIONAL OR BI-DIRECTIONAL WORKING MODE  

 BULL-WHEELS WITH NYLON SECTORS OR CHEMICAL AND HEAT 

TREATED STEEL © 

 NUMBER OF REEL STANDS (MINIMUM OF ONE FOR EACH CABLE TO 

STRING) 

 STANDARD OR ELECTRONIC TENSION CONTROL SYSTEM © 

 

The following pages will explain all the above points. 

Required main technical features 
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Tesmec can supply the Stringing System Upper Structure already installed on a Railways 

Wagon Chassis or in alternative the Stringing System Upper Structure can be fitted on 

Customer own flat chassis at the final equipment destination. The Stringing System Upper 

Structure normally is composed by two or more standard container size modules easy to 

transport and easy to couple to the chassis by using the same “Twist Lock” container 

connections. This standard container size modules design criteria reduce a lot the 

transportation costs because rail transportation from Tesmec factory to Railways job site is not 

longer necessary. 

 

TWIST-LOCK 

Stringing system upper structure with or  
without wagon chassis 
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The use of bidirectional stringing wagon is rare. The bidirectional feature is necessary only in 

the following cases: 

Customer need to change stringing direction in the same job site 

Customer need to change direction of stringing in between two stations or in between two 

points where the station does not have swiveling binary platform. 

 

 

The situation described above is 

not frequent and the bidirectional 

stringing wagon are much more 

expensive than mono-directional 

ones, in particular for the electronic 

versions. 

Mono-directional or bi-directional working mode (1/2) 
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TECHNICAL FEATURES 

The unit should be capable to string in two directions, in this case additional equipment and 

modification of equipment are necessary in comparison with a mono-directional unit: 

 Hydraulic system modifications 

 Additional guiding rollers and pedestal(s) 

 Additional MAT system (in case required) 

In additional for all the Electronic Stringing Wagon versions: 

 One Additional Sensitive wheel and CPU for each cable 

 Software upgrade 

TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS 

The stringing operation should be overview in both of direction because the operator MUST check the 

complete length of wagon (all working devices) at the same time need to verify the outgoing cable 

and the team following the stringing wagon. This situation can be improved in case symmetric 

stringing wagon layout but not completely solved because the cabin position becomes a critical point. 

In one of the two stringing direction the cables go out from the top of the drums. This situation 

increases the design and working complications and the cables may have interference with other 

equipment reducing the global safety. 

CONCLUSION: 

The customer should check the REAL necessity of bidirectional wagon because it is more complicate 

and more expensive The customer should accept also the manufacturer recommendations, because in 

case of some accident happen due to limited safety design conditions, even the supplier is responsible 

in accordance to EEC standard.  

Mono-directional or bi-directional working mode (2/2) 
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The contact wire is a very rigid cable and due to its “omega 

section” must always keep its own original orientation for correct 

hanging to the pendants. Therefore the lowest compatible friction 

coefficient between the cables and the capstan surface is very 

relevant. Traditionally the most accepted bull-wheels surface is 

made by nylon sectors and Tesmec has his own “Nylon” special 

composition. “Nylon” is much better than other rubber material - 

i.e. - “Adiprene” - for bull-wheels application because its friction 

coefficient is lower.  

Tesmec designed and copyright steel bull-wheels with unique 

special heat and chemical treatment. These bull-wheels* are the 

highest standards available on the market for the following 

reasons: 

 Accept any type of cables material and surface 

 Friction coefficient extremely low (lower than nylon) 

 Last longer than the working life of the machine (nylon sector 

must replaced when wear off) 

 No rust formation 
 

Note: This special steel bull-wheels solution is mandatory for all the Stringing 

Wagon with  Direct Pull Reading© and Sensitive Wheel© 

 

NYLON SECTORS  

CHEMICAL/HEAT TREATED STEEL  

Bull-wheels with nylon sectors or chemical and heat 
treated steel © 
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Tesmec reel stands are suitable for all kind of worldwide cable reels in 

particular:  

 All Wooden reel 

 All Steel reel 

 All Wooden reel (reinforced-hexagonal shape Plasser standard)  

 Steel frame reel with wood protection (Asian market). 

The number of Reel stands to be installed on the Stringing Wagon 

should at least one for each cable to be strung simultaneously. 

Additional stand-by reel stands are recommended to reduce the time 

of operations. The number of Reel stands has great impact on the total 

length of the wagon chassis; for two independent cables stringing 

wagon four reel stands are the ideal number. 

 

*(minimum of one for each suspension wires and contact wires) 

Reel type and number* of reel stands  
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Railways Bureau and Electrification Construction companies have been looking for long time for 

a very accurate system for reading and keeping the tension control on stringing wagons. In the 

recent years the construction of high speed train increase again the tension accuracy 

requirement for contact and suspension wires. To achieve this goal it is essential that the 

tension applied on them is constant all times during the stringing operations, from the 

beginning to the end of one complete section (approx. 1400-1600 meters). The new Tesmec 

Electronic Control System with Direct Pull/Tension Reading Device is the most advanced 

worldwide technical solution to this question. Part III will fully explain this features. 

 
STANDARD TENSION 

CONTROL SYSTEM 

ELECTRONIC TENSION 

CONTROL SYSTEM © 

Standard or electronic tension control system 
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These equipment can be purchased at the time of order and cannot installed later: 
 

ALL037 - ARCTIC KIT FOR AUTO-PREHEATING AND STARTING OPERATION UNTIL -25°C 
It is a kit of component and devices that allow the machine automatically do the pre-heating operation before 
start the job and can start to operate from -25ºC, which make it possible to start work as soon as operator 
arrive. The Arctic Kit consists of the following devices: 
 Warming devices for Diesel engine fuel, filters and cooling liquid 
 Warming devices for hydraulic oil tank and hydraulic pumps 

ALL071 - HYDRAULICALLY ACTUATED CABLE(S) CLAMP FOR REEL CHANGE OPERATION 
This device is very useful for a safety way to operate the tail wire compensation and keep the tension along 
the strung cable. Without this device the cable(s) behind the bull-wheels should be hold by special clamp or 
operator hands during reel change operations. 

ALL084 - DISCONNECTING DEVICE FOR PULLER-TENSIONER GEARBOXES 
The two gearboxes are equipped with special disconnecting devices in order to independently release each 
couple of bull-wheels. The two gearboxes have two mechanical positions: 
 Working position 
 Idle positions 

ALL200 - AIR CONDITIONING FOR CABIN (STANDARD) 
This is a Basic Air Conditioning system that takes power from an air compressor assembled on the Diesel 
Engine on the Main Power Unit. 

ALL201 - AIR CONDITIONING FOR CABIN (PROFESSIONAL) 
This is a powerful high quality Air Conditioning composed by two systems: 
 Heating system: Webasto Burner powered with Diesel fuel or kerosene (recommended) 
 Cold Air System: Conditioning system at 220V that takes power from a Diesel Engine Genset and can be 

installed only together with it. 

Required equipment (1/3) 
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Required equipment (2/3) 

These equipment can be purchased at the time of order and cannot installed later: 
 

ALL205 - DIESEL ENGINE GENSET 
It is an AC Diesel Generator Power Unit suitable to power the Enhanced Lighting System as well all the 
necessary equipment and utilities on board that need such power. The total output power is indicated in 
separate document. 

ALL211 - ENHANCED LIGHTING SYSTEM 
In case the standard illumination provided (2 Spotlights 24 Volt DC) is considered not sufficient, this optional 
can be purchased and guarantee a daylight illumination (several Spotlights 220 Volt AC) on all the working 
area of the machine. This optional can be installed only together with the Diesel Engine Genset. 

ALL216 - KIT OF AUXILIARY POWER SOCKETS 
This kit provides a certain number of power sockets in the operator control cabin and along the machines. This 
socket can be used to power cabin appliance and electrical tools. This optional can be installed only together 
with the Diesel Engine Genset. 

ALL220 - TAIL WIRE COMPENSATION AND SUPPORTING FACILITIES 
Hydraulic winch, placed at the end of the reel stands, provided with adequate length of rope, to string almost 
the total length of contact wire or conductor present on the last wraps of the reel and on the capstan of the 
tensioner unit. The auxiliary tail wire compensation device grants the necessary back-pull action to complete 
the stringing procedure in manual operation mode. 

ALL221 - PILOT ROPE AUTOMATIC LOADING DEVICE 
Hydraulic winch, placed at the end of the reel stands, provided with adequate length of rope, to automatic load 
the cables on the bull-wheels in fast and easy way. 

ALL222 - REEL STAND LATERAL MOVING DEVICE 
It is an additional supporting frame to the reel stand in welded steel that have automatic lateral movement 
capability in order to guarantee “0” degree angle of the cable(s) between the output from the reel and the 
inlet to the capstan(s) groove(s). 
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Required equipment (3/3) 

These equipment can be purchased at the time of order and cannot installed later: 
 

ALL224 - AUTOMATIC ACTIVE PROPORTIONED BRAKING SYSTEM 
The Automatic Active Proportioned Braking System intervenes to ensure that the tension forces on the cables 
are kept as the pre-set working values. All the brakes that stop the rotation of the adherence wheels of puller-
tensioner and the of the reels of the reel-stands work smoothly to avoid the possibility to overstress/broken 
the cables due to the inertia of the overall system. 
Tesmec designed the Automatic Active Proportioned Braking System in order to guarantee as smooth and 
proportioned braking action in all the possible situations. The Automatic Active Proportioned Braking System is 
a combination of electronic and hydraulic control systems that allow to manage  the braking actions. 

ALL230 - ARTICULATED CRANE 
The articulated crane (CE certified) , is positioned between the reel winders to make the reels loading easier. 
The crane is equipped on the basis with a control panel. The crane is a folding type in order to have smaller 
dimensions during the wagon travelling. 

ALL231 - REMOTE CONTROL DEVICE FOR ARTICULATED CRANE 
This device allows the radio remote control of the crane. It is very useful for the operator to control the crane 
a good view of the whole system while in a safety distance as well.  

ALL235 - MAT SYSTEM 
The MAT system has the purpose to guide the cables in the proper stringing positions; it is positioned on the 
extremity of the machine. The base is linked to frame and has an inclinable and moveable telescopic column. 
On the top there are special roller devices in wearable material suitable to lodge the cables.  

ALL236 - REMOTE CONTROL DEVICE FOR MAT SYSTEM 
This device allows the radio remote control of the MAT system instead of the MAT base. It is very useful for the 
operator to control the MAT with a good view of the whole system while in a safety distance as well. 

ALL237 - CABIN CONTROL DEVICE FOR MAT SYSTEM 
This device allows the control of the MAT system from the cabin control panel instead of the MAT base.  
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Required accessories 

FYV803 - CALIBRATION KIT FOR SENSITIVE WHEEL 
This is KIT is dedicate to the calibration of the sensitive wheel composed by: 
 Digital Multimeter Fluke 83V 
 Electronic dynamometer Tesmec mod. DLE040 
 Electrical cables 
 Manual (provided in case of contract) 

COA014/020- NYLON GUIDING ROPE  
This special nylon rope is necessary for loading the Contact/Suspension Copper Cables on the bull-wheels. It is 
made up of an external polyester mesh sock joint and a high strength nylon core; this rope has a very low 
elongation factor: 
 COA014 with diameter of 14 mm to pull the contact wire 
 COA020 with diameter of 20 mm to pull the suspension wire 
*In case the contact wire diameter exceeds 17 mm only the COA020 should be used. 
Warning: The using of wrong type of nylon ropes can create serious accidents. 

GCT500/510 - MESH SOCK JOINTS 
The double head-type temporary mesh sock joints consist of variable pitch steel wires, which effectively 
distribute the gripping effect on the cables in order to not damage them. 
They specifically designed in order to 
 Temporarily connect the Nylon Ropes with the Contact/Suspension Copper Cables for easy loading the 

cables on the bull-wheels. 
 Temporarily connect the Contact/Suspension Copper Cables in order to load on the capstan the cable of a 

full reel when the used one becomes empty. 
Two models are proposed: 
 GCT500 with the cable range diameter 8-17 mm (for contact wire)* 
 GCT510 with the cable range diameter 17-29 mm (for suspension wire) 
*In case the contact wire diameter exceeds 17 mm only the GCT510 should be used 
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The electro-hydraulic system manage and control the main hydraulic parameters; it is 

designed to maintain constant pull/tension value(s) on the contact and suspension wires even 

when the wagon changes speed. It ensures a precise control of tension forces and still 

accepted by many Railways Authorities in the world. This System was introduced the first time 

in 1984 and developed for over 20 years; now one of the most reliable and simple non 

electronic solutions available. It satisfies two very important principles: 
 

 The circuits are always pressurized. Therefore it can be called an  “active circuit” because it 

is independent of the status of wagon (moving or stationary).  

 

STANDARD TENSION CONTROL SYSTEM 

 This special electro-hydraulic circuit is able to maintain 

the preset tensioning forces at constant values by 

compensating any difference arising from external 

factors like different working speeds. Different 

environmental condition - i.e. hydraulic oil temperature 

- may slightly affect the forces values read on the 

analog instruments on the control panel with the real 

tension on the cables. This because the reading scale 

on the instrument is calibrate at 40 °C hydraulic oil 

temperature).  

Standard tension control system  
(indirect forces reading system) 
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This automatic electronic control system is composed by four main parts: 

 

1. COMPUTER WITH ULTRASONIC TOUCH SCREEN MONITOR  with: 

 Industrial mouse 

 Flash EPROM. 

2. CPU with: 

 Microprocessor for interface software with electro-hydraulic components and controls 

3. LOAD SENSITIVE CAPSTAN WHEEL© with: 

 Electronic Load cell 

4. SOFTWARE pre-installed and configured in the Flash EPROM 

 

Electronic system© with direct pull reading©  
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It is the only Copyright system in the market capable of direct reading the real pull/tension 

applied to the cables and keep them constant with high accuracy by a closed loop circuit. This 

automatic electronic control system manage all the main hydraulic parameters; The System 

meet and overcome the most demanding stringing forces tolerances imposed by Railways 

Authorities, in all the following conditions: 

 

 Static mode tolerance     ±1% 

 Laying\reclaiming mode (constant speed)    ±2.5% 

 Parking during paying off operation    ±2.5% 

 Accelerating\decelerating mode    ±5% 

 Inversion of speed versus mode    ±5% 

 During a short period after vehicle stops and restarts  ±5% 

 Emergency braking or transient from manual to automatic  ±10% 

Electronic system© with direct pull reading© 
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The overall systems scheme 
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The Computer is located in the control panel inside the cabin with a touch screen monitor. 

  

Features 

Ultra small size, robust construction, Fanless, 

Compact Embedded Computer 

 Embedded Windows XPe solution 

 Modular and Stackable system,  

 Dust and fungus resistant 

 Certification CE, FCC, UL 

Environmental Specification 

 Operation Temperature -40° C ~ 75° C 

Features 

 High resolution 1024 x 768 panel  

 Dimming knob control backlight brightness 

from nearly 0% to 100% 

 Panel (flush) mount IP65 aluminum housing 

with powder coating design (IP54 rear) 

 High quality touch screen / AR protection glass 

 Enhanced shock and vibration resistance 

COMPACT EMBEDDED 

COMPUTER 

ULTRASONIC TOUCH 

SCREEN MONITOR 

Computer with ultrasonic touch screen monitor 
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The CPU and the electronic devices installed overcome all the drawbacks of a totally hydraulic 

system, which more commonly are: 

 

 Difference in  hydro-mechanical efficiency in pulling/tensioning mode 

 Delay in feedback from the hydraulic components during transition mode 

 Problem of reversal of hydraulic efficiency when switching from tensioning to pulling mode 

(direction changes) 

 Different response of components to hydraulic oil temperature 

 

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 

BOARD 

CPU 

CPU 
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The load sensitive wheel is fitted alongside each pair of bull-wheels and works as additional 

groove. It is equipped with a load cell that directly measures the pull/tension force with high 

accuracy from the cable itself. The signal goes to the CPU that through an electro-hydraulic 

power pack manages the hydraulic pumps pressure values. The pressure and oil delivery to the 

hydraulic motors generate the torque on the bull-wheels and therefore the pull/tension forces.  
 

Load sensitive capstan wheel©  
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The software is designed by Tesmec and the basic functions are the following: 

 

 PRE-SET OPERATION 

 SET-UP OPERATIONS 

 MANUAL STRINGING MODE 

 AUTOAMATIC STRINGING MODE 

 RECORDING OPERATIONS 

 ALARMS 

 SERVICE OPERATIONS 

Software 
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In case of failure the Tesmec Constant Stringing Wagons allow to complete the working section 

in two possible situations:  

 

(MODE 1) ELECTRONIC FAILURE               HYDRAULIC STRINGING MODE 

In case any of the electronic devices has a fault but the power unit and the electro-hydraulics 

systems still active and working the machine can be switched to work in hydraulic stringing 

mode. This mode is managed by fixed pre-set hydraulic valves of the puller-tensioner and reel-

stands to achieve a constant tension control at a pre-set value of 8 KN* for each cable. 

*This pre-set value of 8 KN for each cable can be changed to other value. 

 

(MODE 2) GENERAL FAILURE                    EMERGENCY STRINGING MODE 

Power unit or electro-hydraulic system failure. System switch-off. It is possible to operate an 

emergency stringing operation by using the auxiliary disk brake on the reel stands and achieve 

a low-tension control at a value of 1.5-3 KN* for each cable. 

*This value of 1.5-3 KN for each cable can be partially regulated acting on the brake pads 

control levers located on the reel stands supports. 

Failure mode operations 
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Year of manufacturing: 2010 

Number of cables:   2 independent 

Max cables diameter:  23 mm 

Max pull:   30+30 kN 

Chassis:   No 

Max speed: 6 km/h 

Capstan diameter: 1,500 mm 

Power: 82 kW 

Dimensions: 19.0x3.0x4.0 m 

Mass (no chassis): 15,500+11,800 kg 

Stringing wagon - MOD. CFB546 
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Stringing wagon - MOD. CFB536 

Year of manufacturing: 2008 

Number of cables:   2 independent 

Max cables diameter:  23 mm 

Max pull:   30+30 kN 

Chassis:   No 

Max speed: 6 km/h 

Capstan diameter: 1,500 mm 

Power: 82 kW 

Dimensions: 21.3x2.9x4.0 m 

Mass (no chassis): 15,200+14,200 kg 
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Stringing wagon MOD. CFB526 

Year of manufacturing: 2005 

Number of cables:   2 independent 

Max cables diameter:  21 mm 

Max pull:   30+30 kN 

Chassis:   No 

Max speed: 6 km/h 

Capstan diameter: 1,500 mm 

Power: 82 kW 

Dimensions: 15.2x2.9x4.0 m 

Mass (no chassis): 10,500+6,200 kg 
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Stringing wagon MOD. CFB516 

Year of manufacturing: 2003 

Number of cables:   2 independent 

Max cables diameter:  19 mm 

Max pull:   30+30 kN 

Chassis:   Yes 

Max speed: 6 km/h 

Capstan diameter: 1,500 mm 

Power: 78 kW 

Dimensions (2 wagons):18.5x2.9x3.5 m 

Mass (with chassis): 45,000 kg 
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Stringing wagon MOD. CFB407 

Year of manufacturing: 2003 

Number of cables:   4 independent 

Max cables diameter:  21 mm 

Max pull:   15+15 kN 

Chassis:   No 

Max speed: 5 km/h 

Capstan diameter: 1,500 mm 

Power: 62 kW 

Dimensions (2 wagons):15x2.8x3.8 m 

Mass (no chassis):  16,800+14,300 kg 
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Stringing wagon MOD. CFQ520 

Year of manufacturing: 2001 

No. S. and C. wires:   4 independent 

S. and C. wires diameter:15 mm 

Max pull:   20+20+20+20 kN 

Chassis:   No 

Max speed: 5 km/h 

Capstan diameter: 1,500 mm 

Power: 82 kW 

Dimensions (2 wagons):18x2.5x3.1 m 

Mass (no chassis):  13,500+7,000 kg 



TESMEC S.p.A - Headquarters 

via Zanica, 17/O - 24050 Grassobbio (BG) - Italy 

Tel. +39.035.423 2911 - Fax +39.035.4522444 Management and Administration 

Fax +39.035.4522445 Stringing Equipment Division - Fax +39.035.335664 Trencher Division  

www.tesmec.com - info@tesmec.it 


